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Abstract

Large-scale distributed systems present numerous security problems not present in local systems. In this paper we present a general security architecture for a large-scale object-based distributed system. Its main features include ways for servers to authenticate clients, clients to authenticate servers, new secure servers to be instantiated without manual intervention, and ways to restrict which client can perform which operation on which object. All of these features are done in a platform- and application-independent way, so the results are quite general. The basic idea behind the scheme is to have each object owner issue cryptographically sealed certificates to users to prove which operations they may request and to servers to prove which operations they are authorized to execute. These certificates are used to ensure secure binding and secure method invocation. The paper discusses the required certificates and security protocols for using them.

1 Introduction

Security in large-scale distributed systems differs from operating system security by the fact that there is no central, trusted authority that mediates interaction between users and processes. Instead, a distributed system usually runs on top of a large number of loosely coupled autonomous hosts. Those hosts may run different operating systems, and may have different security policies, which can be enforced in different ways by careless, or even malicious administrators.

A popular trend in distributed systems is to encapsulate functionality as objects and provide mechanisms for their location, migration and, persistence, as well as for remote method invocation. CORBA [2] [3], DCOM [9], and Legion [13] are examples of distributed systems using this paradigm. Each of them handles security in its own way, and the main objectives are authenticating the communicating parties, protecting network traffic, enforcing access control policies on the object’s member functions, delegating rights and respecting site-specific security concerns. There is one feature these systems have in common: all of them support only non-replicated objects. This makes it easier to implement a security infrastructure, since security policies for individual objects have to be enforced at only one point: the host where the object resides.

Globe [26], is a wide-area distributed system based on distributed shared objects (DSO). The notion of a DSO stresses the property that objects in Globe are not only shared by multiple users, but also physically replicated at possibly thousands of hosts over a wide-area network. Thus, a single object may be active and accessible on many hosts at the same time. Obviously this leads to a consistency problem, but that has been addressed elsewhere [6].

This paper describes the Globe security architecture. Our main contribution is a design that (1) makes a clear separation between the security issues to be dealt with at the middleware level as opposed to the application-specific ones, (2) provides concrete solutions to some unique security challenges, which derive from the fact that Globe objects can be (massively) replicated with some of the replicas running on untrusted, possibly malicious hosts, and (3) is truly decentralized - it does not require any global authority or trusted third party that would severely limit the scalability of the system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of Globe, the internal structure of a DSO, and the services provided by the Globe middleware that facilitate the creation and deployment of DSOs. In Section 3 we identify the security problems we are trying to solve and in Section 4 we present our trust model. The problems identified in Section 3, which can be grouped as secure binding problems, platform security problems, and secure method invocation problems, are then discussed in Sections 5, 6 and 7 respectively. Finally, in Section 8 we discuss related work and in Section 9 conclude.
2 The Globe System

A central concept in the Globe architecture is the distributed shared object (DSO). As seen in Figure 1, a DSO is built from a number of local objects that reside in a single address space and communicate with local objects in other address spaces. Each Globe DSO is identified by a unique object ID (OID).

Some of the local objects (possibly all of them, depending on the replication strategy) can store all or part of the DSO's state. A local object that stores some part of the DSO's state is called a replica. When a user wants to invoke methods on a DSO, it will have to create a local object for that DSO in its own address space. Often, such a local object acts as a user proxy, and does not store the object's state, but simply forwards the user requests to replicas that can execute them (but except for possibly increased response latency, this is transparent to the user). For this to happen, the user proxy needs to be initialized with an object handle, which consists of the OID of that DSO plus the information needed to find other replicas of that object (e.g., the network address of a replica running a directory service). To facilitate finding DSO replicas, we have implemented the Globe Location Service (LS) [25]. DSOs can (optionally) register with this service, in which case they do not have to keep track of their replicas, but only register them with the LS.

All the replicas part of a DSO work together to implement the functionality of that DSO. Replicas consist of the code for the application, the state they store, and the distribution mechanism. The internal structure of a replica is shown in Figure 2 (a user proxy has a similar structure), and is as follows:

- The semantics subobject contains the code that implements the functionality of the DSO. This is the only subobject that needs to be written by the application developer.

- The communication subobject is responsible for the communication between local objects residing in different address spaces. It hides the network communication aspects from all the other subobjects.

- The replication subobject is responsible for keeping the replica's state consistent with the other replicas. All replicas part of a DSO participate in an object-specific replication protocol: each replication subobject implements its part of the protocol by mediating the exchange of state-update messages with other replicas. In the case of a user proxy, the replication subobject is responsible for providing the user with the view of a logical, non-replicated object. This view is accomplished by transforming local method invocations into requests that are sent to replicas for further processing.

- The control subobject's job is to take care of invocations from client processes on the host where the local object resides and to mediate the interaction between the semantics subobject and the replication subobject. It is comparable to a skeleton stub in object adaptors [24].

- The security subobject [17] is responsible for enforcing the DSO's security policy at the level of local objects by mediating the communication flow between the other local subobjects.

Replicas in Globe are generally hosted on Globe Object Servers (GOS). A Globe user wishing to run a replica or a proxy, needs a GOS on his computer, either stand-alone, or integrated in some other application, a Globe-aware Web browser [27] for example. One can think about the GOS as something similar to the ORB (Object Request Broker) in...
CORBA. The GOS is responsible for managing the lifecycle of local objects - downloading the class code needed to create them (in most of the cases the DSOs will be responsible with providing this code), instantiating their subobjects, and mediating the use of computing resources (e.g. memory, CPU, disk, network interface). A detailed description of resource management by a GOS is outside the scope of this paper, it is enough to say that our Java prototype GOS implementation deals with all these issues using traditional operating systems techniques. In this paper we will cover only the security-related issues in the GOS design.

3 Security Issues in Globe

When designing the Globe security architecture, we chose to follow a modular approach, similar to the one described in [15]: the first step is to analyze the Globe security requirements and identify all the possible mechanisms that can be used to satisfy these requirements. The second step is to select a subset of these functions to be actually implemented as part of the middleware (not all, since some of the functions can be better handled at the application level). Finally, in the third step, selected measures are to be implemented and evaluated. The first stage has been already completed, and the resulting document [17] can be seen as a specification of all security functions that could be incorporated in Globe applications. This paper deals with the second stage, and we are using it as a specification document for our prototype implementation.

As seen in the scientific literature, security issues in distributed systems are not trivial to identify and structure. In our case, the situation is even more complex due to the fact that Globe objects can be replicated across multiple machines, which introduces a series of new problems. For example there is the threat of malicious insiders (replicas running on malicious Globe object servers) which introduces the need to restrict the functionality of replicas depending on the trustworthiness of the system they are running on. Looking at the wide range of security problems identified in [17], we decided to group the security issues relevant to our design into three categories: secure binding, platform security and secure method invocation.

Secure binding effectively establishes that a client, given an OID, installs a local object that is indeed part of the DSO identified by that OID. In addition, it ensures that a replica can be verified to be part of a DSO of which the OID is known. Finally, secure binding allows us to securely associate an OID with real-world entities such as an individual, organization, or company.

Platform security issues derive from the fact that Globe relies heavily on mobile code. The security design should address the problem of protecting hosts from Trojan horses and viruses embedded in the object code that is downloaded on the fly to start replicas and user proxies. However, platform security does not deal only with threats posed by mobile object code on the host. The reverse problem is also an issue: we need to protect a DSO against possibly malicious hosts. In Globe, a DSO will optimize its performance by placing replicas close to its clients. This placement requires the cooperation of servers over which the (owner of a) DSO has no control, and which may act maliciously. What we need is a mechanism to assure host administrators that running other people’s DSOs replicas will not corrupt their system, and also assure DSO owners that replicas of their objects running on hosts outside their control are still following the security policy they have set for their DSO.

Finally, there are a number of issues related to secure method invocation. Any distributed system where security plays even a minor role has to deal with issues like authenticating clients and servers, enforcing an access control policy on user requests, and protecting network traffic. However, with replication involved, as in Globe, we are faced with a new problem. What we also need is reverse access control, that is, a means for deciding which replicas should be allowed to execute certain user requests. We need to ensure clients that their requests are sent only to replicas trustworthy enough to execute them.

In the following section we will describe the architectural elements used in Globe security. After having described the basic building blocks, we will see how these blocks are combined in an infrastructure that addresses the issues just outlined.

4 The Globe Trust Model

The cornerstone of the Globe trust model is that individual DSOs are fully in charge with their security policies. This means a Globe object does not need any external trust broker in order to run securely (but there are mechanisms that allow DSOs to interoperate with external trust authorities, if they choose to do this, we will describe these mechanisms later in this section.)

4.1 The DSO Trust Hierarchy

Because DSOs can be massively replicated across wide-area networks, we have chosen public key cryptography as the basic cryptographic building block for implementing the DSO trust hierarchy. The alternative, namely to use only shared secret keys, has the disadvantage that we need to take special measures to reduce the number of keys, for example, by using a Key Distribution Center. Although public keys introduce their own scalability problems, such as those related to certificate revocation, we have nevertheless decided to associate public/private key pairs with all distinct
Globe entities (DSOs, replicas, users), believing that these are more easy to deploy in a large-scale system.

We require that each DSO has a public/private key pair, which we term as the object key. The object key acts as the ultimate source of trust for the object, and any principal that has knowledge of the object’s private key can set the security policy for that object (we term such a principal the object owner).

We also associate a public/private key pair with every DSO replica (we call this the replica key). The replica key is generated by the GOS hosting the replica at the moment when the replica is instantiated. If multiple replicas of different DSOs run on the same GOS, they cannot tamper with each other’s keys, thus replicas of different DSOs do not have to trust each other, even when they run on the same server (however, they would have to trust the server to some extent; we will talk more about this when discussing platform security). Having the GOS protecting the replicas it runs from each other is an architectural requirement. The way this is enforced in practice it is dependent on the way the GOS is implemented.

For DSO users, public-key cryptography is used for authentication and access control. For a given DSO, permissions are simply associated with user public keys, and users are granted those permissions if they can prove knowledge of the associated private keys.

Finally, Globe objects use digital certificates to grant permissions. There are three types of such certificates: user certificates, replica certificates, and administrative certificates. Each of these certificates binds a public key to a set of rights the entity possessing the corresponding private key has with respect to the object. When using digital certificates, one should also consider the problem of revoking them. A detailed description of the revocation mechanisms in Globe is outside the scope of this paper, details are given in [21].

A user certificate specifies which of the DSO’s methods the user is allowed to invoke. This information is encoded as a bitmap \( U \) of size equal to the number of methods for that object (for now, we assume the object’s public methods do not change during the object’s lifetime). A 1 means the user is allowed to invoke that method; 0 means he is not. An example is shown in Figure 3(a).

We can see that user certificates describe the access control policy for the DSO. Replica certificates are used for reverse access control, that is, ensuring that user requests are sent only to replicas allowed to execute them. Whenever a user wants to invoke a given DSO method, his user proxy has to find a replica that is allowed to execute the method under the DSO’s security policy. Replica certificates are useful when the object owner wants to restrict the execution of security-sensitive methods (e.g., those that change the object’s state) to a set of core replicas, while less sensitive operations (e.g., reads) can be executed by less trusted caches. We use replica certificates to specify which methods a replica is allowed to execute. This information is encoded as a bitmap \( R \) of size equal to the number of methods for the DSO. A 1 in the bitmap means the replica is allowed to execute the corresponding method, while a 0 means it is not. An example is shown in Figure 3(b).

Finally, administrative certificates govern the way certificates are issued. They specify the types of certificates an administrative entity (i.e., user or replica) is allowed to issue under the DSO’s security policy. For a DSO, any certificate either has to be signed with the object’s private key, or has to be part of a certificate chain that starts with an administrative certificate signed with the object’s private key. All the certificates in this chain, except possibly the last one, need to be administrative certificates, such that certificate \( C_{k+1} \) is signed with the private key corresponding to the public key in certificate \( C_k \), and \( C_k \) has been delegated the right to issue certificates of the type of \( C_{k+1} \). Figure 4 shows an example of such a chain.

An administrative certificate will contain two bitmaps, \( R \) and \( U \), and a bit \( D \). The \( R \) bitmap specifies what types of replica certificates the administrative entity is allowed to issue. The \( U \) bitmap specifies what types of user certificates the administrative entity is allowed to issue. The \( D \) bit is called the delegation bit, and controls whether the administrative entity is allowed to issue administrative certificates. This organization is shown in Figure 3(c) and works as follows:

- If the \( R \) bitmap in an administrative certificate is not all 0s, the corresponding administrative certificate is allowed to issue certain types of replica certificates. The \( R \) bitmap in these replica certificates has to be a subset of the \( R \) bitmap in the administrative certificate.

- If the \( U \) bitmap in an administrative certificate is not all 0s, the corresponding administrative certificate is allowed to issue certain types of user certificates. The \( U \) bitmap in these user certificates has to be a subset of the \( U \) bitmap in the administrative certificate.

- **Delegation Rule:** if the delegation bit \( D \) in an administrative certificate is 1, the corresponding administrative entity is allowed to issue certain types of administrative certificates. The \( R \) and \( U \) bitmaps in these newly produced certificates should be subsets of the bitmaps in the issuer’s administrative certificate. The delegate can itself be delegated.

At first it may seem strange to have both users and replicas as administrators for an object, since one would usually associate a human with such a role. Administrative replicas come in handy when we deal with massively replicated DSOs. For such DSOs, a highly dynamic pattern in client
requests can be better handled by creating new replicas on the fly, in places where most of the user requests come from. In such a scenario, one user administrator can manually create (through his user proxy) a number of administrative replicas, and issue administrative certificates granting them the right to issue replica certificates. These administrative replicas could in turn monitor user requests and create regular replicas in places where they can better handle these requests.

Since digital certificates are extensively used to grant permissions, we should also consider the problem of certificate revocation. In Globe, administrative entities are responsible for generating certificate revocation lists (CRLs), and posting them to on-line directories, where they can be consulted by interested parties. Replicas are responsible for checking CRLs before servicing user requests, and also with proving to the users that their replica certificates have not been revoked.

The last concept we need to introduce in this section is replica location. Since some methods can be executed only by certain replicas, a user proxy needs a way to query for replicas allowed to execute certain methods. If the DSO implements its own replica directory service, such a service should register the bitmaps associated with replicas and support queries on individual bits in these bitmaps. Alternatively, a DSO can simply register its replicas with the Globe Location Service, which has been implemented to fully support such queries [5]. It is important to understand that the location service need not be trusted (except for not mounting DoS attacks); the results of a location query are just hints to where replicas with bitmaps allowing the execution of certain methods can be found. Before dispatching a request to a given replica, a client has to verify that replica has indeed been allowed to execute that request. We will see how this is done in Section 7.

Let us now summarize the concepts introduced so far: the Globe security architecture is based on public key cryptography. DSOs, replicas, and users are assigned public/private key pairs, so that an entity can be identified through its public key. Finally, Globe entities are granted permissions through the use of digital certificates, as we saw in Figure 3.

### 4.2 Integrating External Trust Authorities

In the previous subsection, we have shown how Globe DSOs create their own trust hierarchies. However, Globe was designed to support billions of objects, and having to deal with billions of trust roots is clearly not scalable. In practice, human users have a small number of external organizations they trust (the DNS root, the university’s system administrator, maybe the local Internet provider). In this section we will show how our DSO-centric trust model can accommodate external trust authorities.

First, a DSO trust hierarchy can be linked to a larger external hierarchy. This can be easily accomplished by having the external trust root sign a digital certificate that associates the DSO’s public key to whatever role that DSO plays as part of the external trust hierarchy. Alternatively, a Certification Authority (CA) can certify an organization, so that the organization can then use its certified public key to certify the public keys of all the DSO’s that belong to it. To facilitate the inspection of such external certificates, each Globe DSO provides a `show_pedigree()` method that returns all digital certificates that link that DSO to external trust roots.

Another possibility is to generate a DSO trust hierarchy based on a larger external hierarchy (for example a company-wide role based access control scheme). This can be accomplished by providing a mapping that specifies which of the DSOs methods each entity in the external trust hierarchy is allowed to invoke (such an entity can be a principal, group of principals or role). Such a mapping will have to be distributed only to the administrative replicas of the DSO that are in charge with issuing user certificates. These administrative replicas will also have to be fitted with the mechanisms necessary to authenticate principals in the external hierarchy (mechanisms which may or may not be public-key based.) Because these authentication mechanisms are application-specific they will have to be implemented as part of the semantics subobject of the administrative replicas. It is important to understand that the vast majority of non-administrative replicas of the DSO do

---

**Figure 3.** (a) User certificate that allows the invocation of methods $M_2$, $M_5$, $M_6$, and $M_7$ of a DSO. (b) Replica certificate that allows the execution of methods $M_5$, $M_6$, $M_6$, and $M_7$ of a DSO. (c) Administrative certificate that allows issuing both (a) and (b) but does not allow issuing any administrative certificates.

**Figure 4.** A certificate chain in Globe.
not need to know anything about external trust hierarchies. They only deal with the compact security policy described in user certificates.

5 Secure Binding

Secure binding boils down to establishing a trust relation between a DSO and its users. Namely, we want to securely associate a DSO to its public key, securely associate a replica to a DSO and securely associate a DSO to a real-world entity.

The first problem - securely associating a DSO to its public key - can be solved by simply making the object’s public key a part of the object ID (however, this has the disadvantage of having to change the OID whenever the object key needs to be changed). This is not a new approach. Systems like SFS [18] have pioneered the idea of making the resource key a part of the resource name. For Globe, we decided to apply the same idea to object IDs. As a result, we define a DSO’s OID to be the 160 bit SHA-1 hash [1] of the object’s public key. The self-certifying OID is also an elegant solution to another problem, namely how to generate unique OIDs without relying on a central authority. In this case, by simply generating the OID, a user is statistically guaranteed that OID is unique (given it has used a good public key generator algorithm so the key is statistically unique, the probability of a collision for SHA-1 is extremely low).

Now that we can securely associate a public key with an object, we can also solve the problem of securely associating replicas to DSOs. In Section 4.1 we explained that replica certificates are used to specify which methods a replica is allowed to execute. The replica certificate itself, together with the associated administrative certificate chain, can be used as a proof that the replica is indeed part of the object. Remember that the replica certificate plus the administrative certificate chain securely bind the object’s public key to the replica’s public key (the key of the user who runs that replica) because the administrative certificate chain must start with a certificate signed with the object’s key. We just showed how a self-certifying OID securely binds that OID to the object’s public key. Therefore, by simply looking at the OID, at the replica certificate, and its associated administrative certificate chain, one can determine whether a replica is indeed part of the object.

We have shown how secure bindings can be established between objects and their public keys, and between objects and their individual replicas. However, trusting these associations will not convince a user that an object actually does what it is supposed to do. For example, a user may not be willing to use a DSO modeling a home banking application unless she is convinced that a real-world bank is in charge of that DSO. Simply associating a replica with an object ID and a public key is clearly not enough to establish such a trust relationship. What we need here is a secure name binding, in the example we gave - a binding between an OID (implicitly bound to a public key) and a bank name. We claim that such a name binding needs human interaction in order to be secure. This idea is close to the rationale presented in the SDSI document [23] that accepting another individual’s public key and associating it with a local name should always be human mediated.

There are multiple ways one can achieve secure name binding. For example, one could go to the local bank office, sign for the home banking service, and then receive the object handle (OID plus information on how to find replicas) for the home banking application together with the user certificate on a floppy disk. Another possibility is for the user to get the object handle from the bank’s Web site through a secure HTTP connection, or through secure e-mail, bind to the object and use one of the object’s methods to register for an account and receive a user certificate. Yet another possibility is to get the object handle from an on-line untrusted directory, and invoke the DSO’s show_pedigree() method to get the object’s “pedigree” certificate signed with the bank’s private key (which in turn can be certified by a trusted CA). Globe does not rely on any automatic way of discovering trusted applications, it is the user’s responsibility to decide which objects she wants to use. The Globe object server provides only a front end for associating human readable application names to object handles in such a way that when the user selects an application name, a user proxy is then created on the server, so that the user can invoke the object’s methods.

Let us summarize what we have presented in this section. In Globe we make use of self-certifying OIDs to establish secure bindings between DSOs and their public keys. The replica certificates create secure bindings between replicas and the DSOs they are part of. Finally, it is the individual clients’ responsibility to establish secure name bindings for the DSOs they are using (but external CAs could mediate this).

6 Platform Security

Globe relies heavily on mobile executable code - code that is downloaded on the fly from possibly untrusted sources to instantiate replicas and user proxies. Globe also relies heavily on remote code execution - object code is uploaded and executed on possibly untrusted hosts in order to bring computation close to the clients (this is the dynamic replica creation we briefly discussed in Section 4.1). This is where platform security issues come from. We distinguish two categories: protection against malicious code, and protection against malicious hosts. Since Globe object code is executed on Globe object servers, it is here where platform
One of the aims of our research is to create a highly secure object server that prevents malicious replicas from corrupting the host on which they run. Knowing they can host other people’s code without danger for their own machine, would convince more people to share their computing resources and run DSO replicas even if they have no prior knowledge of the owners of these DSOs. Our ultimate goal is to create a large peer-to-peer community running Globe object servers. In such a community, object server owners could negotiate to host each other’s DSO replicas (we are investigating mechanisms that could automate such negotiation, but this is outside the scope of this paper).

As for a motivating example, consider creating a Globe object modeling a popular Web site and placing replicas of this DSO on hosts on the Internet according to where most of the download requests come from [20]. A community of Globe users running Globe servers that facilitate such Web-site mirroring would, in fact, create a peer-to-peer version of a Content Delivery Network. Mirroring Web documents is only one possible application for a Globe community and other types of applications that could also benefit from adaptive replication algorithms easily come to mind.

Looking at such possible applications, we realize that while the host protection from malicious replica code is essential for the acceptance of such an architecture, it is the reverse problem - protecting replicas from malicious hosts - that would ensure the usability of the system. For example, for Web page mirroring, we need to ensure that an object server that has agreed to host a mirror replica will not maliciously alter the pages it is hosting.

### 6.1 Protection against Malicious Code

With respect to the problem of protecting of hosts against malicious mobile code, our approach is a combination of sandboxing and code signing. We want to emphasize that the focus of this work is not designing new sandboxing tools, but rather using existing ones. We have decided to implement the Globe object server in Java 2.0, which provides extensive support for per-class and per-package configurable security policies, but using other secure sandboxing environments, such as Janus [11], should produce similar results. We require mobile Globe object code to be signed with the object’s private key, and we make use of the Java protection domains [12] to associate permissions with code packages signed with different keys. We differentiate between object code actively installed by the user running the object server, and replicas that are installed on the server as a result of remote requests (when a DSO wants to place one of its replicas on that particular server). The user running the object server installs new local objects whenever he wants to use a new DSO. Recall that before using a DSO a user has to create a name binding between that object’s OID and the human-readable name of the application modeled by that DSO. It is during this name-binding process that the user also sets the local permissions for the DSO, namely what set of actions the DSO’s local object is allowed to perform on the user’s machine. This local security policy is then associated with the object key derived from the OID, so when the object code signed with that key is downloaded, that security policy is automatically associated with it. By default, the security policy for DSO’s local objects is quite restrictive, it does not allow any access to the file system or to other system resources such as the printer. It is up to the object server owner to grant more rights to a local object. For example, the local object for a DSO modeling a video-on-demand application might be allowed to write data in the /tmp directory for buffering purposes.

The other case when mobile object code is installed is when a DSO replica with administrative privileges decides to start another replica on some object server. Before the object code for the new replica is installed, there is a negotiation phase between the object server and the administrative replica. The administrative replica has to prove that (1) it is part of the identified DSO, and (2) it is authorized to create a new replica for that DSO. The administrative replica will generally need to negotiate with the object server about resource usage, such as required memory, storage, CPU capacity, and network bandwidth. Note that our scheme easily permits differentiating between objects by associating permissions with OIDs. For example, certain DSOs may be given permission to access part of the server’s file system, while others may be prohibited to be hosted at all.

Once this negotiation is completed, the administrative replica needs to produce a replica certificate for the replica to be created. This new replica certificate will contain the object server’s public key together with the bitmap corresponding to the object methods the new replica is allowed to execute.

### 6.2 Protection against Malicious Hosts

The second problem we are trying to solve is how to perform trusted computations on an untrusted host. We believe the general problem is extremely hard, possibly intractable. Despite new protection techniques, such as code cloaking, and a variety of hardware solutions, illegitimate modification of software is still a major issue. Since it seems unsolvable to solve the general problem, in Globe we will focus on techniques that reduce the threat of catastrophic DSO state corruption due to replicas running on malicious hosts. In other words, we assume we can always have malicious replicas, but we concentrate on minimizing the negative effect such replicas can have on the DSO’s functionality.

One way to achieve this protection is through the reverse
access control mechanism described earlier. Recall that replicas are issued replica certificates that specify which of the DSO’s methods they are allowed to execute. In this way, execution of security-sensitive actions can be restricted to replicas running only on trusted hosts. For example the object owner can select a trusted group of core replicas, and set a security policy where all methods that change the DSO’s state are executed only on these core replicas. The core replicas can propagate state updates to a much larger set of less-trusted cache replicas. Users can perform read operations on the cache replicas. Although malicious cache replicas can choose to ignore state updates, or even return bogus data as answers to read requests, the harm they can do is limited for two reasons. First, such bogus data is sent only to the fraction of users that are connected to the malicious cache, and a malicious cache cannot propagate bogus state updates to other caches, since the reverse access control mechanism allows only core replicas to execute write requests (of course, there are applications for which a great deal of harm can be done sending bogus data even to a small percentage of the users - stock quotes for example - in such a case, different protection mechanisms need to be considered).

Another mechanism that can be used to achieve security guarantees for methods executed by untrusted replicas is state signing. For example, a Globe-powered Web site (as described in [27]) can have all its individual documents time-stamped and signed with the object’s key, so that for each GET request, the client’s semantics subobject would check to make sure the untrusted cache replica is returning a properly signed fresh document, with the same title as the link being followed. Through state signing we can achieve highly secure distributed objects, since now all the harm that malicious replicas can do is denial of service. No cache will be able to produce a bogus document, because it would have to fake the DSO’s signature. However, state signing is rather application specific. If the state is large, as is the case, for example, with Web sites, we need to find a way to partition that state so that each part can be signed separately. Partitioning needs to be done in units that match the result values of read operations, which is not always possible as is easily seen by considering a result value that needs to be computed such as an average value. Nevertheless, we believe that in many cases, state signing in combination with the more general reverse access control mechanism is a very useful tool in making certain classes of Globe applications more secure.

Finally, we are investigating how a reputation or user-rating mechanism can be used to offer security guarantees to running replicas on untrusted servers [19]. A highly trusted server can be granted more permissions for executing methods (expressed in the replica certificate) than a less-trusted server. The problem is that we need to be able to securely check whether trust in a server is still justified. This mechanism is subject of current research.

7 Secure Method Invocation

Before starting our discussion about secure method invocation, let us first formally define this concept in the Globe context. A method invocation \( M \) issued by a user \( U \) and to be executed on a replica \( R \) is said to be secure if the following conditions are met:

- \( U \) is allowed to invoke \( M \) under the DSO’s security policy (i.e., \( U \) has been issued a user certificate with the bit corresponding to \( M \) set).
- \( R \) is allowed to execute \( M \) under the DSO’s security policy (i.e., \( R \) has been issued a replica certificate with the bit corresponding to \( M \) set).
- all the network communication between \( U \) and \( R \) takes place through a channel that preserves data integrity, origin and destination authenticity, and possibly also secrecy.

In this context, we say that a user proxy and a replica have established a secure channel if they have exchanged and verified each other’s certificates and have established a communication channel that preserves data integrity. Such secure channels are established between security subobjects of local representatives on top of the regular communication channels established at the communication subobject level. They are identified through channel IDs.

For a user, invoking methods on a DSO involves only calling those methods on his proxy. The replication, communication and security subobjects of the user proxy work together to transform the user requests into remote invocations, send them to replicas allowed to handle them, wait for the return values and present these values to the user. We will look at this process in more detail and explain what mechanisms are employed to make it secure.

The user invokes a DSO method by using the interface presented by the control subobject of his proxy. The control subobject first makes sure the user is allowed to invoke that method by inspecting the user certificate (this can also help in providing personalized user interfaces - only show what has a chance of succeeding). This check can be easily circumvented by a malicious user, and is in place only to warn the user if he by mistake invokes forbidden methods. As we will show below, a DSO does not need to trust the user’s local object. If the method call is allowed, the control subobject then marshals the method and parameters and passes them to the replication subobject. The replication subobject decides whether the method invocation can be performed locally, or whether it needs to be sent to another replica.
In many cases, user proxies will not even have a semantics subobject, so the request will have to be executed somewhere else. The replication subobject looks at the request, and asks the security subobject to establish a secure channel with a replica that is allowed to execute such a request. The security object first searches in a list of established secure channels to determine whether such a replica is already in that list. If it is, it simply returns the corresponding channel ID to the replication subobject, which uses it to send the request through the communication subobject.

The other possibility is that none of the replicas with which the user proxy has established secure channels is allowed to execute that particular method request. In this case, the security subobject has to find such a replica, either using the Globe Location Service or some other directory service provided by the object itself. As we mentioned earlier, we do not have to trust any of these services, they only provide hints that help the proxy find a replica allowed to execute certain methods. Once such a candidate replica is identified, it will have to prove that it indeed has these rights. Such a proof is part of the protocol for secure channel establishment, which is outlined in Figure 7.

This protocol is derived from the ISO/IEC 9798-3 mutual authentication protocol [30]. We have chosen to use a challenge-response 4-pass protocol instead of a more compact 3-pass one based on timestamps because in this way our security does not depend on synchronized clocks, which some clients may not have. Note that the replica commits to expensive public key cryptographic operations only after the proxy has done the same. This provides basic protection against denial of service attacks. Also, the shared key is generated by the replica since we assume a user may want to install a lightweight version of the object server that may not implement a very strong random number generator algorithm.

After the completion of the above protocol, Key becomes the shared secret between the user proxy and the replica and can be used to protect the integrity and secrecy of the data further exchanged by the two parties. Once a secure channel has been established with the replica, and assuming that the replica is allowed to execute the requested method, the user proxy’s security subobject can return this new channel ID to the replication subobject which will use it to send the request through the communication subobject. Figure 5 illustrates the steps described so far.

At the other end, things happen as shown in Figure 6. Once a replica has established a secure channel with a user proxy, it will store the bitmap from the user certificate in the table of secure channels in the security subobject. For any method invocation request coming in through that channel, the replication subobject asks the security subobject to check the user’s permissions. Once the request is approved, the replication subobject passes the marshaled request to the control subobject, which unmarshalls it and passes it to the semantics subobject. After the method is executed, the return value is passed back to the caller over the same secure channel.

**Figure 5. Transforming a user request into a remote method invocation**

**Figure 6. DSO replica handling a user request**

**Figure 7. Protocol for establishing a shared key between a user and a replica**
8 Related Work

In the past decade, distributed systems security has received considerable attention. What makes our design different compared to other work in this area is the fact that we explicitly deal with security problems that arise from dynamically replicating objects on a possibly large set of servers with various degrees of trustworthiness. All the security architectures we are aware of consider at most replication of objects in the same administrative domain, or in mutually trusted domains. The distinctive feature of our architecture is that object replicas can be placed on trusted, but also on less trusted hosts, and replica functionality can be restricted depending on how much trust is put on the host that is running the replica’s server.

One of the most comprehensive security models is the one designed for CORBA [3]. The CORBA model has provisions for user authentication, authorization, access control, security of network traffic, auditing, non-repudiation, and security administration. Security itself is implemented in the form of application-specific policy objects, which are invoked when a remote request is dispatched or received. While the CORBA security design is extremely flexible, it is also server-centric and may be less scalable over wide-area networks. Furthermore, the CORBA model does not deal at all with mobile code, and has little support for inter-domain security.

What makes the Java [12] security design close to our model is the fact that it explicitly considers the issue of protecting hosts against malicious mobile code. In fact, the platform security part of our design can be implemented using the security features offered by Java 2.0. However, there are a series of security issues handled by Globe which are outside the Java model, such as user authentication, and support for object replication.

Two other projects related to our security design are Globus [10] and Legion [29]. Globus is a distributed system designed for computational grids. Its security model gives extensive support for inter-domain user authentication and remote-process creation, but it is less concerned with trust models for hosts, so in the end users have little control on which machines their code is running. The reverse access control mechanisms in Globe offer a lot more flexibility from this point of view. Finally, the Globus security architecture aims “to provide a thin layer of homogeneity to tie together disparate and, often incompatible, local security mechanisms”, which in the end may turn out to be very restrictive.

Legion is another effort in the scientific computation area. There are some similarities between Globe and Legion. For example, they are both object based, and both make use of self-certified object identifiers. However, Legion does not deal with dynamic object replication, and introduced a more high-level security design, stressing flexibility and extensibility, but less architecture and protocols.

OASIS [14] is a distributed security architecture centered on role-based access control. Principals can acquire new roles based on roles they already have and their credentials. OASIS also includes a Role Definition Language that can be used for representing security policies based on these roles. However, OASIS does not explicitly deal with replicated applications, and has no support for reverse access control.

Finally, in the past few years we have seen an explosion of peer-to-peer (P2P) applications that have sprung out either as academic projects (SETI@home [4], Publius [28]), or as freeware tools to facilitate media exchange (Napster and Gnutella). What makes such applications interesting is the fact they rely on storage and computation on unsecure platforms and, despite traditional security wisdom, manage to get reasonably accurate results. Much effort is put into models and mechanisms by which the security of these systems can be improved. For example, in OceanStore [16], content can be integrity-checked by clients, whereas other systems concentrate on anonymity [22] or content traceability [7]. Another interesting attempt to provide security and privacy for a P2P architecture is described in [8]. However, many of these systems put emphasis on immutable files, which may severely restrict the area of possible applications. In general, research on secure P2P systems is still in its infancy.

9 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the security architecture for Globe, a distributed system based on replicated shared objects. Our design allows defining per-object security policies, fine-grained (per method) access control and does not rely on any centralized authority that would limit the scalability of the system. Furthermore, we deal only with general security services (since Globe is a middleware) and allow application-specific features to be built on top of these services. Our architecture makes use of well-proven security techniques to address a range of security issues, some common to distributed systems, and others specific to Globe. The fact that Globe objects can be dynamically replicated and simultaneously run on multiple hosts introduces a series of new security problems such as reverse access control for object replicas and protection of distributed objects against malicious hosts running instances of their code. These issues have not been extensively addressed in previous work, and form the major contribution of the research described in this paper.

As for future work, we plan to integrate our security design in the Globe Object Server prototype we have already built. For implementing the platform security features described in Section 6, we plan to use the facilities offered
by Java 2.0 (per-class protection domains), but intend to implement the same functionality using some other sandboxing tool such as Janus. Finally, we plan to integrate a reputation/rating mechanism as a service offered by the Globe middleware, and investigate whether such a mechanism could efficiently filter out malicious Globe Object Servers.
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